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Association of obesity, diabetes and linked complications with gut microbiota
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Abstract
Gut microbiota is the microorganism community comprising of bacteria, eukaryotes and archaea as well as different viruses that live in the small intestinal tract and gut. Gut microbiota encompasses tens of trillions microorganisms, including different types of bacteria with more than 3 million genes. In normal humans, microbiota usually weighs up to 2 kg. In simple words, microbiota in our intestine is like a person’s identity card. Microbiota may corresponds to many inter-related diseases such as obesity, diabetes and complications linked to them e.g. renal toxicity, kidney stones, diabetes retinopathy, hypertension, atherosclerosis, diabetic foot ulcer, Alzheimer’s disease and cystic fibrosis. Germ free animals protected against obesity when transferred with gut microbes from conventionally raised animals resulted in dramatic increase in their body fat content and resistance to insulin. Moreover, composition of the gut microbiota has shown to differ in lean and obese humans changed rapidly in response to dietary factors. There are some factors that affect the composition of gut microbiota such as food, disease state, medications, genetics of host etc. This review highlights the fact that modification of gut microbiota may be a beneficial way in the treatment of obesity, diabetes and other metabolic disorders.
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Introduction
Disorders like obesity have extended to dangerous level worldwide. During last few decades’ over-weight and its related problems like type 2 diabetes (T2D) has increased to exponential level [1]. Inactive life style and extra food utilization has been considered as main reason for this obesity scourge [2]. Term gut microbiota covers all micro-organisms living in gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Most of gut microbiota that exist in large intestine play an important role in the vitamin synthesis, digestion and metabolism. Although the correct mechanism is far from being well recognized, it is accepted that gut microbes can upsurge energy creation from food, they also can donate to regulate fatty acids tissue composition and low grade inflammation [3]. These activities besides other have initiated linkage between gut microbiota and over-weight. Genetic factors and some environmental factors induce changes in gut microbiota leading to the metabolic diseases [4]. Although the accurate
contribution of gut microbiota is not very clear in the development of diabetes and obesity because of so many reasons including complicated changes in gut microbes’ composition, inherited changes and large differences between individuals of the population in study [5]. In spite of regulations made by gut microbes having massive therapeutic prospective, they can also help to recover the growing obesity and related complications mostly when combined with exercise and diet [6].

All over the world, the major health problem is diabetes, according to an estimation 9% of the population is suffering from this disease. This can affect standard of life and often has led to major issues including risk of kidney failure, heart attack and overall mortality. Due to the inheritance based complicated changes in gut microbes’ composition and large differences between individuals of population in the study, the human body pool anchorages trillions of bacteria that were genetic contents of our micro flora and 150 times extra in number as other body parts [7].

There are three domains of gut microbiota including (Bacteria, Eukaryote and Archaea) along with their viruses, that dominated anaerobic bacteria. Each individual harbors 160 species and has been given new idea that cored gut microbiota at functional level and necessary for gut functioning in the ecosystem [8]. Almost 90% of prevalent bacterial species are grouped into two phyla Bacteroidetes (Gram negative) and Firmicutes (Gram positive) [9]. The gut microbiota helps in maturing and regulating the immune system and also protects from pathogens. They regulate the intestinal hormone secretion for gastrointestinal movement, they synthesize vitamin K and B-vitamin (Folate, Vitamin B12) and they create short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) by fermentation of carbohydrates which are non-digestible, conventionally bacteria are being studied by culture methods. Yet it’s not easy to culture bacterial strain so the culture-independent method has been established [10]. Culture-independent methods are easier because they take more advantages and approach of next-generation sequencing expertise to know DNA microbes from fecal trials; they are generally well-thought-out illustrative of distal gut microbiota.

Complicated relationship between diabetes, over-weight and gut microbiota was uncovered with emerging evidences. Obesity and its related problems have reached to a disturbing stage globally. During the last few years’ exponential rise in the number of people suffering from fatness and its related syndromes such as T2D has been experienced [11]. All of us have our own unique microbiota and gut microbiota (microorganism genes). Microbiota genes are hundredfold higher than the numbers of genes of human [12]. A study investigated that the effects of nutrients (such as fats, roughage) and dietary habits (weather vegetarians or omnivores) in diverse population have permitted that the classification of human population will be based on their microfilm’s genetic abundance [13]. Gut microbiota is classified into enterotype, dietary components of metabolism and capacity to metabolize drugs depending on their function in different individuals [14]. The existence of microbes that increase metabolism, have drug response to infection, puffiness, resist against cancer and autoimmunity are characters of healthy gut microbiota. The increasing clues tell that gut microbiota are strongly linked to diabetes development [15]. Pathogenic cascade instruct the development of autoimmune pancreatic cells of Langerhans that leads to myenteric neuropathy. Lymphokines are produced in this pathogenic cascade [16]. Through interaction with epithelial cells and enteric nerves system gut microbiota affect the intestinal mucosa that leads to changes in motility, pain, perception and sensory
function of the gut [17]. Emphasizing the importance of gut microbiota in diabetes to improve the production of novel healing target, for the precaution, cure and reduction in other metabolic disorders of diabetes are some aims that provide mechanistic insights. Change in genes may cause diseases (Alzheimer’s, obesity, diabetes, poor physical activity, fetal programming) which are major risk factors of T2DM [18]. Another conformation of microbial community in our gut linked with T2DM is that these microorganisms slow down the distal gut they carry out some important key functions that human hosts are not capable to do by their own.

DNA based microbial study is done through two approaches: targeted 16S rRNA gene sequence and untargeted whole genome shotgun sequencing. This amplification relies on the subsequent sequencing of phylogenetical markers that are used to described those terms in which bacteria are present, their relative profusion and phylogenetic relationship [19]. Microbial genome study, may be partial by primer choice and PCR-related analysis, doesn’t provide evidence about bacterial genes and metagenomics sequencing. Whole genome shot-gun sequencing bypasses the preferences and limitations consuming next-generation sequencing of microbial DNA without intensification and gives high-resolution of bacterial arrangement of gut micro biome, functional capabilities based on metagenomics sequence of European population [11].

**Diabetes and gut microbiota**

In diabetic humans there is shortage of consistency in gut microbiota profile. Study of human metagenome-wide association revealed important correlation with certain gut microbes, metabolic pathways and some bacterial genes in diabetic type 2 victims [20, 21]. These victims exhibit high stages of *Lactobacillus sp.* as related to non-diabetic *Clostridium sp.* It correlates negatively with fasting glucose, HbA1C and insulin while *Lactobacillus sp.* Positively correlates with fasting glucose and glycolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels. Plasma triglycerides or C-peptides are positively linked with adiponectin and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol [22]. Furthermore, onset based metagenomics clusters in obese and genetically diet-induced leptin-resistant mice, 26 distinctive bunches were found when associated normal mice with diabetic [23]. Microbiota has low amount of *Roseburia intestinalis* and *Faecalibacterium praunznitii* (both butyrate producing bacteria) and high level of *Lactobacillus gasseri*, *Streptococcus* mutants as well as *clostridiales* members in different population levels. Administration of metformin caused and increased *Akkermansia muciniphila*, gram negative bacteria in mucus layer [24]. *A. muciniphila* concentration associates inversely with the presence of diabetes and loss of weight. Induced improvement in weight loss, tolerance of glucose, and inflammation [25, 26]. Management of a prebiotics such as oligofructose increases *A. muciniphila* level, with some beneficial effects on metabolic mechanism, neomycin given to non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice increases the concentration of *A. muciniphila* and increases glucose homeostasis. Some of the *Firmicutes* and *Clostridium sp.* were seriously reduced in the patients where diabetes was tried to control [27]. In same way relationship between *Bacteroidetes* to *Firmicutes* and *Bacteroides/Prevotella* groups to *C. coccoides/Eubacterium* rectal group are related positively with plasma glucose. Likewise, *Betaproteobacteria* class was highly increased in diabetic vs. non-diabetic people showing mutual relationship with plasma glucose [28]. There might be inflammation-trigging effect due to auto immune diabetes on the intestinal microbiota [29].
**Gut-Microbiota and Complications linked to type 2 Diabetes**

Composition of gut microbiota changes with the diseased status, T2D is one of them. There are many related complications which cause the changing in the microbes’ quality as well as quantity.

**Renal toxicity & kidney stones**

Renal toxicity is a poisonous effect of some substances, both chemical & medical ways. Stones in kidney result from clinical conditions of acute kidney toxins for example. This is perhaps colonic epithelial permeability resulted due to disruption in the pathological process of chronic kidney toxicity and T2DM. By phylogenetic microarray breakdown, the chronic kidney malady victims exhibit rare variations in 190 microbial functioning taxonomic units (OTUs), precisely the plenty of the Enterobacteriaceae compared to the fit control group [30]. Bioconversion of melamine is done by microbiota of gut. Especially Klebsiella pneumonia is critical in kidney stones formation in renal toxicity [31]. For the improvement of clinical condition of kidney stones patients, some microbes are important like Oxalobacter formigenes [32]. Some frequently used probiotics contain Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium which are not able to reduce oxalate kidney stones [33]. Aside from, the level of stone formation due to calcium oxalate perhaps depends on the microbiota. This confirmation was found by low assertion of vitamin K epoxide reductase level complex subunit 1 (VKORC1) in patients with calcium oxalate urolithiasis (formation of stones in bladder). VKORC1 working should be affected through gut bacteria by creating vitamin K2 [34].

**The diabetic retinopathy**

The diabetic retinopathy occurs in above 60% of T2DM patients [35]. As predicted, high proportion of coagulase negative Staphylococci & higher gram positive bacteria frequency was noticed in those diabetic patients that mostly have retinopathy [36]. Predominant organisms found in T2DM patients were Staphylococcus aureus. S. aureus were isolated from the T1DM patient’s eyes who had higher occurrence frequency than that of healthy person [37]. Parkinson’s disease is a term degenerative of central system that maintains the motor system affects. Difficulty with walking, rigidity and chronic diabetic neuropathy are the major complications with Parkinson’s disease in T2D [38, 39].

**Hypertension**

T2DM and blood pressure are clinically related with each other. Cardiovascular disease is also a risk factor and metabolic syndrome: The current evidences suggest that this syndrome is comparatively regulated by gut microbiota [40]. Yet the case of hypertension is very little to be recognized it is also the characteristic of host gut microbiota. Gut microbiota regulates the blood pressure. One experimental finding using mouse model supports the hypothesis that the response of propionate, appears on renal olfactory receptor 78(Olf78) [41]. In kidney and blood vessels the short-chain fatty acid (SCFA) receptor is expressed as well as blood pressure regulation has been reported. Gut microbes derive these fatty acids, in specific proportion through both receptors in regulation process of blood pressure. It has been also reported that Lactobacillus johnsonii cannot hardly maintain low blood glucose level but also prevent rats from overhead (BP) by sinking the renal sympathetic nerve movement and parasympathetic nerve activity that can be boosted up through the sympatoadrenal axis [42].

**Atherosclerosis**

Most of the type 2 diabetic victims have a higher level of serum lipids that leads them to atherosclerosis. Associative connections in
diabetes and atherosclerosis have been found through atherosclerotic plaque in the mouth and gut of atherosclerotic patients [43]. Plenty of linkages between Veillonella and Streptococcus in the oral fissure of plaque have also been reported. Numerous oral and intestinal bacterial taxa are associated with the plasma cholesterol levels. Bile salt hydrolase activity of probiotics protects the cells from the toxicity of conjugated bile salts [44]. Moreover there are some reports that symbiotic brew containing Lactobacillus acidophilus, Bifidobacterium bifidum and oligofructose, clearly increase plasma (high density lipoprotein) cholesterol and reduce the ailm of impaired fasting glycaemia in aged patients of T2DM [45].

**Diabetic foot ulcers**

Limb loss and diabetic foot ulcer both are interconnected to an increase the chance of age related diabetes or T2DM. Many well-searched microorganism Staphylococcus specie and P. aeruginose had been detected from diabetic foot ulcers patients [46]. Staphylococcus species being coagulase-negative are the main planter of foot normal flora; these are identified as a strong participants for the infection related to S. aureus. During last few years, it has been examined that there is an increase in the percentage of conversion of non-pathogenic staphylococcus to pathogen S. aureus. Although present in the small concentration on the feet of diabetic men as contrast to standard the small concentration is present on men of diabetic feet [47]. After the analysis of the microbes in foot ulcers of diabetic patient it was found that depth of ulcer and period of the microbial growth are negatively related with profusion of Staphylococcus whereas the time duration of the ulcers was positively related to the bacterial protein and all this work was done by pyro-sequencing of 16S rRNA gene of bacteria [48].

**Alzheimer’s disease (AD)**

The risk of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) can also be increased by diabetes type 2 and have a common pathogenic mechanism [49]. The potential mechanism that link two medical conditions, include insulin resistance or role of insulin deficiency that facilitates cerebel β-amyloidogenesis, which increases the danger of dementia in diabetic patients [50]. Diabetes type 3 could be considered as Alzheimer’s disease [51]. A very minute data exists to understand the residential flora of Alzheimer’s disease patients but how they are related to each other is badly perceived. There is a study that openly relates to the gut physiology and structure of microbiota in which alteration in gut was categorized by an increase of gram-negative bacteria that was escorted by mucosal bacteria that was found to understand the residential flora of Alzheimer’s disease [52]. The testing area of gut microbiota in AD is under studies, might be in future there will be a possibility to treat AD through enteric bacteria considerable. Usually putative drugs like indole propionic acids (IPAs) are used to treat AD and type 2 diabetes [53]. The plasma amino acid by products include bioactive indole comprising metabolites moreover conversion of indole 3 propionic acid was known reliant on gut microflora by colonization with the bacterium Clostridium sporogenes [54]. Thus extraction of microbiota seems to be an essential way to overhaul the plasma IPA level. Metabolic characteristics of the AD was the disappearance of GABA (A) receptors in the hippocampus of the brain [55]. There are some direct evidences that show interaction between host metabolisms of residence flora, which deals with new potential or treatment goals for AD.

**Cystic fibrosis**

Cystic fibrosis (CF) patients are also linked with T2DM [56]. Microbiota in CF respiratory tract also have an imperative position in its pathogenesis; evidences show that most common bacteria that are collected from airways of cystic fibrosis victims were
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Haemophilus influenza, S. aureus, Burkholderia cepacia complex species [57]. From high-throughput sequencing method, like 16S rRNA amplicon pyro-sequencing was done to figure out the genetic bases of the airway microbiota. But through a direct sampling of explanted lungs only one or three species were found dominated in CF lungs [58]. Micro flora in the throat and sputum could not resemble to the normal micro flora that had been observed previously.

Factors affecting on gut microbiota composition
Numerous factors like food, level of disease condition, medication moreover host genetics, effect the configuration of gut microbiota (Figure 1). The constitutions of gut microbiota are persistently changed and influence the health and welfare of host especially in the disease condition as well as during treatment through diverse medicine like antibiotics.

Relationship between antibiotics and increase in weight is also well recorded. The usage of intra Venus injection of vancomycin plus gentamycin has been derived with remarkable weight gain [59]. There is the relation between antibiotics exposure and their affects during 6 months of age to increase in body weight in healthy youngsters [60]. Use of antibiotics results, drop in bacterial diverseness, stereotypic declines as well as augmentation of specific taxa [61]. Recovery of normal microbiota can be long dependent on the type of antibiotic and the range of certain antibiotic treatment [62].

Clindamycin have longer effects persevering up to 4 years and being a broad spectrum antibiotic [63]. Moreover, the treatment with antibiotics facilitates the relocation of antibiotic resistance gene and virulent specie that leads to the increasing drug resistance and this stress is due to disruption of normal flora [64]. It’s foremost to perceive the role of antibiotics that modify microbiota and their involvement to weight increase, possibly weight drops as well as other illness. It has been suggested that genetic differences in host can only accounts 12% but diet can

Figure 1. Some aspects that effect the gut microbiota configuration. Gut microbiota constitution depends on the food, diseased state, medication and host genetics
account for 57% of the variations [65]. The main contributor of gut diversity is diet. The most dietary strategies are prebiotics and probiotics that are established to regulate the configurational activity of gut microbiota. Nonpathogenic microorganism e.g. prebiotic, are used as food ingredient for the benefits of the host health. The existence of bile salt hydrolase (BSH) in probiotics makes them more permissive to bile salts, which is also helpful in reducing the blood cholesterol level of the host [66]. Starch and insulin are prebiotic compounds that are used by food industry to change the configuration of gut microbiota to value human health, these compounds mostly target Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium [67]. Recent research tells that prebiotics and probiotics (symbiotic) can also thicken human body making it fat and large [68]. The humanized mice produce by incorporating the human genes, cells, tissues or organs could be used to examine the reaction of diet on microbiota, exchanging mice from low fat, rich diet called western diet, high fat sugar diet that changed the anatomy of microbiota within one day [69, 70]. Mice fed with western diet up surged the number of Erysipelotrichia bacteria, a class in the Firmicutes phylum and lowered the Bacteroids spp. compared to the mice that were given vegetarian diet rich in nutritional fibers, later had low Bacteroids spp. as compared to control E.coli and other bacteria. Table 1 explains the change in gut microbiota on the ingestion of different types of diet that have different level of sugar, fat, starch, protein, vegetarian or calorie limited food and western diet.

### Table 1. Effects of different type of foods on the diversity of gut microbiota

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food type</th>
<th>Effects on bacteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vegetarian</td>
<td>Decreased Acteriods spp, E. coli, Bifidobacterium spp. and Enterobacteriaceae spp. [70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less Enterobacteriaceae and more Bactericides spp. [71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase Bacteroidetes and decrease Firmicutes and Enterobacteriaceae. [72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High fat</td>
<td>Decrease genera in class Clostridia in the ileum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escalation of Bacteroidetes in large intestine. [73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase Lactobacillus spp., Bifidobacterium spp., Bactericides spp. and Enterococcus spp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decrease Clostridium leptum and Enterobacter spp. [74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes ratio, and increased Enterobacteriaceae spp. [75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calorie restricted</td>
<td>Decrease in Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes ratio. [76]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Linkage of obesity with gut microbes**
Metabolic defects roll out all the universe like overweight and obesity. The presence of T2D is the result of overweight and obesity. Environmental factors like behavior and interaction between environment and genetics are basic contributors of T2D frequency and obesity. Among surrounding determinants, gut microbiota of human are decisive mediators of diabetes pathogenicity and obesity [71]. Microbiota plays an active role in glucose and lipid breakdown and holds defensive function in metabolic regulation [72]. Due to lack of microbiota functional diversity and composition intrinsic and extrinsic factors initially disturb the gut microbes. The result of this disturbance is shifted from normobiosis to dysbiosis. Obesity is associated with dysbiosis, a condition that is described by the
modification in gut microbiota make up, alteration in bacterial metabolic action, in other words it puts modifications in the domesticated distribution of the bacterial fraternity. Variations in the constitution of gut microbiota could enhance the energy removal and intestinal monosaccharide’s absorption from undigested food constituents (generally carbohydrates through short-chain fatty acids fabrication and De Novo hepatic lipogenesis) [73]. In addition, dysbiosis can boost up fatty acid loading in adipocytes, restrict the fasting-induced adipose factor in gut, which, sequentially increases enzyme action of lipoprotein lipase [74]. Diet-induced fatness in germ-free mice could reserve the cellular energy-dependent protein kinase concentration; this is the main expected mechanism putting balance in gut microbiota composition. Due to the unusual composition of incurable low-grade inflammation, the host provides easy and effective systemic exposure to lipopolysaccharides (LPS) [75]. Energy storage and G protein-coupled receptor activation accompanied by an emergence with SCFA signaling molecules [76, 77]. Nowadays dysbiosis in intestine is critical for relation of interaction of gut microbiota and appropriate fat storage. The enhancement of obesity-related problems is metabolic endotoxaemia [78]. Glycolipid molecule, that are resultant from external membrane of Gram-positive bacteria, induce potential to the innate immune-system, account for the adiposity, insulin resistance (IR) and production of triglycerides endotoxaemia. [79]. Comparatively high number of Bacteriodetes and reduced amount of Firmicutes was observed in mice nursed on high-fat diet (HFDS), which reduced weight on little calorie diet [77]. Bifidobacterium species replace variation in microbiota, minimize the overabundance of Formicites and LPS-producing proteobacteria, helps in improving systemic inflammation by fabrication of B cells and cytokinesis (IL-6, MCP-1, TNF-α, IL-17) [78].

Triglycerides, insulin, low level of cholesterol and lowering the body weight help in increasing restoration of insulin sensitivity and oral glucose forbearance, all these factors are involved in improving the metabolic dysfunctions [80]. In diabetic/obese persons, rapid diabetic cancellation and metabolic enhancement along with the weight loss can be achieved by a bariatric surgery-named as, Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB). E.coli and other microbes’ population increase after three months that inversely correlates with leptin level and fat mass as a result of several changes in food intake. Three months later, decrease in lactic acid bacteria (LAB), Lactobacillus, Pediococcus group, Bifidobacterium and Leuconostoc coordinate to help in improvement of insulin sensitivity and oral glucose tolerance. These conclusions indicate that the reduction in weight and overall variations in inflammatory eminence can be improved by bionetwork of gut microbiota [81].

**Conclusion**

The accumulative evidences sturdily suggest that the gut microbiota play an important role in the regulation of metabolism and weight maintenance in humans as well as put impact on the development and progression of obesity plus other metabolic disorders, including type 2 diabetes. Constitution of the gut microbiota has been shown to diverge in lean and obese humans and change quickly in response to dietary factors. There are some factors that affect the composition of gut microbiota such as food, disease state, medications, genetics of host etc. Manipulation of the gut microbiome represents a novel approach in treating obesity, diabetes and complications linked to them such as renal toxicity, kidney stones, diabetes retinopathy, hypertension, atherosclerosis, diabetic foot ulcer, Alzheimer’s disease and cystic fibroses.
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